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Smashing four best challenge deck

Use it to create your own Deck 1.Vampire &amp; Blacksmith – It's an amazing combination because blacksmith works really great with self healers. This reduces the damage dealt to them &amp; also helps fulfill the role of a heavy tank in the team while doing all the damage. Blacksmith also works with a Ripe fox, or even a pirate if you don't have access to
high level cards. In addition to this if you put a Shaman in the mix, you'll have a very strong deck to play with. The vampire or any self-healer you use will sustain next to no harm with the buffs that the shaman &amp; blacksmith puts. Good luck with this combination! 2. Treant and Barbarian It's also a very good combination if you want to play with easy
access to cards that you can easily equal. The treants great health bar &amp;; bar &amp;; bararians insane damage potential make this one a very good combination. Also, whatever you choose in your deck, tree can really help them bounce off &amp; just improve your entire deck. 3. Paladin &amp; Goblin You can build any team around this combination,
maybe put a wraith or anything else that damages trading. You just need to make sure you cure the goblin &amp; bounce it off the paladin. This is key for this combination. With the cures and the damage, it can really help you get to at least 2400. After that, you'll have to change the goblin for a priest or perhaps a vampire. 4. Blacksmith &amp;amp; Satyr I've
seen people go for an enchanter &amp; Satyr, but blacksmith works much better! You have sustainability and the big health bursts really help through the game. Satyr can handle insane amount of damage, and with the blacksmith he becomes really hard to kill. It will be a combination you need to be careful, if you see it in your opponents covers. Well, that's
about it for combinations. Cards that can go well with any combination or cover She pretty easily to build a deck from here, you just have to keep experimenting and see what works for you. Wraith, Yeti &amp; Zombie are really powerful cards. They can go with any combination to get your deck even better. Zombies special, they look simple but have very
high damage and health bar. They are usually not considered a threat, which can also act in your favor. I'm a big fan of Smashing Four, and I hope you can be legendary with these cards. Thanks for reading and best of luck! The heroes you have on your team, matter a lot in Smashing Four, We've written a detailed guide on the best decks you can use for
Arena 5 in the game. Guys who are the best possible challenge decks that can get you at least 6-7 wins mostly 80-90% of the time in majestic challenges. I need help because I can't go beyond 2-3 and rarely 4.Although I'm very good ranked matches but challenges suck. I used twice 4k gems too 100k coins, but my clanmates suggested it's a complete waste
of gems. They say to go for 40 majestic challenges instead of buying 100k gold.●So set some really good decks and any strategies or tips that could lead me to dedicating 6-7 wins in majestic challenges at Thank you!! I know the Answer to this question is changing. I have the most heroes at lvl 9, so any combination is doable for me.i have yet to get 12 wins
in any of the challenges, and I was hoping for people to share their recent challenge decks they've gone 12 wins with. I've found previous posts, but that's monthly ago, and there's been a lot of updates since then. Thanks a lot. Smash Four is a game about skill and planning ahead, making it not only incredibly fun but also challenging. While the mechanics
may be simple, but going into a game without getting a strategy can always end up badly. Top tips to reach higher arena to help you get well and win, we've done the research for you to bring your top 7 Break Four tips! Have a balanced team You can only add a limited number of heroes to your team that make choosing each hero wisely very important.
Every hero has unique skills and you unlock more heroes the longer you play, but finding the right balance of healers, attackers and support is going to be crucial if you want to win. Plan ahead When it comes to strategy games, plan ahead and determine which moves your opponent will make can help you a lot. If you want to win, you just can't go breaking
into enemy hero who is right in front of you, but rather focus on using your hero's abilities and gaining the upper hand and using the environments to gain an advantage. Start unlocking heroes If you want to win then you will have to rely on more than just the base heroes you get. There are a variety of heroes to unlock each one with their own unique power
that will certainly prove more than useful. Improve your goal to hit your target you need to get better on purpose. You tap your hero and push your finger back to load your shot, but you'll need to make sure it sticks differently, you'll be wide open to your opponent's attacks. Upgrade your heroes when it comes to getting the best skills, upgrading your heroes is
going to be very important. Some heroes like the Shaman and Assassin really start showing their charm when you equate them a few times to unlock new abilities. Join an Active Clan To join a clan, one must reach 200 trophies. We suggest joining one once your trophies reach 200. Buy rare cards Check out store daily to see new cards in store. If it has the
Rare card you use, buy at least 1. You already know that rare card request is barely fulfilled, so it's a good option to get more cards to level them up. How to get free gems and gold feats besides opening chest, Breaking Four offers us a free way to earn gems and gold, Achievements. They are prizes for completing certain tasks such as completing an
amount of healing heroes, cramped other heroes. Among these is there an easy 1 that can earn you good amount of initial gold and gems. It becomes Party, Party! that requires winning friendly battles. Connect to your Facebook to find a friend who plays Breaking Four, then Friend slab, challenge him to a battle. Then make him surrender. Repeat until you
get all available gems and gold. Best break four decks to reach Supreme Arena Enchantress + Satyr Enchantress can buffer about 40% damage to any friendly heroes that affect it. Satyr's damage is increased by a certain amount when it is enchanted, whether it's buff, de-buff or poison. Satyr has a lot of Hit Points, and after being mesmerized, it becomes a
killing machine with high damage and high Hit Points. This combination is the foundation, you can add cards like Pirate, Giant to make this deck both strong and high endurance. Zombie + Naga Zombie inject poison to enemy heroes, who make their Hit marks decreased by a certain amount after a friendly hero's turn. Naga's damage to enchanted enemies is
heightened. It also includes poisoned enemies. I looked at all the posts on decks and what's better. Is there any consensus on which decks are best at what point in the game? I'm pretty sure there should also be known best decks for challenge mode? I think we need to share this information, so that new people will have a much smaller barrier to access to
the game, and know what heroes to equate from the start. Page 2 6 Comments Page 2i.redd.it/rwdo4i... The heroes you have on your team, matter a lot in Smashing Four, We've written a detailed guide on the best decks you can use for Arena 1 in the game. Game.
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